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Worlds best democacy – Australia

J

ohn Berry, United States Ambassador to Australia
2013–16, once told him the number one thing he
wanted to take back home at the end of his term was
our compulsory voting system. We all vote, all our votes
are worth the same, and we all use the same voting system –
so no hanging chads or class warfare in our system! Our voting
system is managed fairly and with transparency, and is honest,
open and accountable. Preferential voting rocks! It ensures
the most preferred candidate is elected to every seat in the
Parliament of Australia.

STUDENT DEBATE IN SENATE

Garry
Watson wants
more young
Australians to
believe in our
democracy.
He thinks it’s
the world’s best!

What’s more, you can see and hear every word of a
Parliament Sitting; you can visit and sit in a public gallery,
watch it on television, hear it on the radio and view it on the
internet. Plus it’s all on the public record – for all time, and the
same applies to parliamentary committee hearings and inquiries.
For further transparency, for 40 minutes every day during a
sitting period politicians are really scrutinised by each other.
Not even the Prime Minister is safe. Question Time is partly
about accountability, and partly for show, but either way, it is
real-life theatre, on subjects that matter to us all.
Another great part of our democratic system is that those who
interpret laws (High Court of Australia) and those who enforce
laws (Police) do not make the laws (Parliament). This separation
of powers contributes to protecting our rights as citizens.

MACE IN HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Garry’s advice is, listen to the media if you
want to, but always be your own judge. Most
politicians are good people with the best intentions to make a difference. Your
local member probably works pretty hard in
your electorate – which is not necessarily what
the media likes to focus on. But we get to
judge our politicians every 3–4 years; we
let them know how we feel by using our right
to vote at an election. A pretty significant
performance review!
While nothing is perfect in an imperfect
world, Garry believes our democratic system
measures up! Why don’t you put it to the test,
take your students to Canberra where all
these concepts are explored, and really give
our democracy the once-over.
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a new journey await s
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